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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Jonathan Jaffa

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: Kings Heath Business Improvement District

Comment text:
Being unable to "Draw a shape on the map" I shall describe my idea. The triangle of land at
the Northern end of Brandwood, protruding into Kings Heath & Moseley, with Howard Road
(A4040)as it's base, should be included in the latter. The reasoning is that it cuts into the
natural shape of Kings Heath centre and forms a false boundary. I sit on both the Kings Heath
Residents Forum and the Kings Heath Business Improvement District and this anomalous
division causes many problems to both organizations. The first issue is that we have to deal
with two sets of Councillors and Council officers simply by crossing the main street(A435) which
runs through the area, while the businesses on both sides of the road are included in the
Business Improvement District. The KH & M representatives see Kings Heath as an important
part of their District while the Brandwood representatives view the small area of Kings Heath as
an unimportant adjunct to their larger responsibility to the residents of Brandwood District.
Secondly there is a sense of allegiance in this triangle to the local centre, Kings Heath, rather
than to the distant Brandwood core. Thirdly, Kings Heath is a strong business area with it's own
distinctive issues while Brandwood is predominately residential in character with different
problems. Inclusion of this little bit of Kings Heath in the Kings Heath & Moseley District would
decrease the amount of time spent liaising between Districts when the matters are usually of
little interest to the Brandwood personnel, this area representing such a small section of their
responsibilities.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/6047
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Michael Lawley

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: Acocks Green Focus Group

Comment text:
I live in Acocks Green and I think that we need a 2 councillor ward and think that as much of
B27 as possible should be kept together as we are a community that now works well together.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/6072
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mayers, Mishka on behalf of reviews
24 July 2015 11:53
Pascoe, Mark
FW: BIRMINGHAM

From: Ken Lawrence
Sent: 24 July 2015 11:10
To: reviews
Cc:
Subject: BIRMINGHAM

I understand that the Local Government Boundary Commission is of the view that the
number of councillors on Birmingham City Council is too many at 120 and is minded to go
with the recommendations in the Kerslake Review which suggested 100 councillors.
I am not sure of the logic here. Birmingham has fewer councillors per head of population
than many areas. Indeed a Birmingham councillor has to represent about 8,900 people,
whilst in Leeds the figure is 7,500, Sheffield 6,500, Bristol 6,100, Nottingham 5,600,
Manchester 5,200, Liverpool 5,200 and Newcastle 3,500. Birmingham City Council does not
even have as many Councillors as Cornwall Council where the level of representation is
one councillor per 4,300 people. Leicester a city as ethnically diverse as Birmingham has
one councillor per 6,100 population.
The statistics alone suggest the proposal is out of line with the rest of the country and is
basically unfair to the people of Birmingham. If the argument is that there are too many
councillors in Birmingham for effective government then the issue of Cornwall must be
looked at – and they unlike Birmingham have numerous parish councillors. However the
argument is more fundamentally flawed as statute determines how many councillors can
be part of the executive
The proposal to go to one member wards will exacerbate the problem of accessing a
councillor. I currenty work for Citizens Advice Bureaux in Birmingham and Staffordshire,
and I have worked in local government and/or the third sector (in Manchester, Merseyside
and the West Midlands) for 39 years (27 years in Birmingham) much of it involved contact
with elected members and local communities. Whilst there are many very good councillors
it is not unknown for councillors to be elected who are either far from impartial or very
inactive in pursuing their constituents problems. With multi member wards local people
have at least the chance of approaching another councillor who may be more receptive to
their cause or more effective in its pursuit. One member wards would without a doubt
disadvantage some people and advantage none. It also may increase the balance of power
between the elected member and the local area which may significant in some
communities.
All out elections would be a good idea as it allows the incoming administration time to put
in place and evaluate new proposals.
If you have any queries please do not hesitate to contact me

Best regards
1

Ken Lawrence

2
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overrule the one labour councillor rather than working together. Having an even number of councillors (two) would mean that more co-operation would be
required in these areas. Another option would be to reduce the ward boundary sizes slightly and have only one councillor representing each ward. I feel this
would be healthy to encourage councillors to work harder for residents. Currently Sutton Coldfield has 12 councillors. If this was reduced to 9 or 10 then the
areas they represent could be smaller communities where even more interests are shared in common and perhaps these areas could represent Church of England
Parish boundaries. There are distinct areas that could easily be formed. A railway line and several main roads run through Sutton Coldfield. For example, in the
Vesey ward, there is a triangular shape surrounded by Jockey Road, Boldmere Road and the railway line that covers the area of Boldmere. Boldmere is a vibrant
community with many local events happening each year including a Music Festival and Christmas Lights switching on. There is a common identity of people with
the area, particularly the shopping centre on Boldmere Road. Another option is to reduce the number of wards. Sutton Coldfield used to be represented by 3
wards and now has 4 wards. The Sutton Trinity Ward was a new ward that was added by the last boundary review. This ward covers the Town Centre and parts
of Four Oaks. It is a divisive ward as it does not properly represent the area. It would make more sense to increase the Four Oaks ward in the North East to
take in some of Trinity Ward and to extend New Hall Ward northwards to take in part of Trinity Ward. Currently New Hall Ward represents 4 very different areas.
Wylde Green, Walmley, Minworth and semi-rural areas. It would make more sense if Wylde Green was moved into the Vesey Ward as it has a lot more in
common with the Boldmere which is also in the Vesey Ward. It is not until crossing the main Birmingham Road onto Penns Lane that people would really class
themselves as being “New Hall” which is more associated with Walmley. Further to this, areas of the current Trinity Ward have much more association with
Boldmere in Vesey than they do with the current Trinity Ward. These include Clifton Road Youth Centre, Wyndley Leisure Centre (home to Boldmere Swimming
Club) and Maney. It would make sense to draw a new boundary along the Birmingham Road from Chester Road (Vesey / Erdington) to Tamworth Road (Trinity /
Four Oaks), encompassing the Town Centre by including the whole of Brassington Avenue. Sutton Park is currently in 3 wards. It would make more sense to be
within 2 wards. North of the goods railway line is considered Four Oaks, but the rest of the park is not associated with Four Oaks, yet it is currently within that
ward. This provides a disconnect with people who live in Boldmere, New Oscott and Banners Gate. I would recommend that the north of the park above the
railway line is Four Oaks and south of the railway line is Sutton Vesey. Having this pattern will make communication and liaison with the Parks Department and
Park Rangers far more effective and convenient. I hope this information helps. As a resident of Sutton Coldfield for 41 years and somebody who is active in the
local Neighbourhood Forum and takes a lot of interest in the Town, I would be very happy to meet with the people responsible for drawing up new boundaries
and advise on the different types of areas and how interests and identities differ within them. I believe you need people with local knowledge to help make these
decisions rather than relying on statistics. Yours faithfully Paul Long

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/5721
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Carol Lumley

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I live in a suburb of Birmingham called Kings Heath There is a ward boundary and
parliamentary constituency boundary right through the middle of the centre of this suburb. Part
if the centre of the suburb is in Brandwood ward (which is in Selly Oak constituency) and the
other part is in Moseley & Kings Heath ward (which is in Hall Green constituency). In the last
boundary changes consultation local councillors apparently recommended that it remain as it is
(something to do with the numbers of people living in the wards). However, having it like this
makes all sorts of difficulties For instance, one of the wards may be organising something which
will affect the day to day activities of all the people of the suburb (e.g. changes to the roads or
high street) but the other part if the centre of the suburb will know nothing about it and ends
up having no say in it I think the whole of the suburb of Kings Heath should be in one ward
and also within just one parliamentary constituency. Possibly the suburb of Moseley should not
be in the same ward as Kings Heath but some parts of it are quite close to Kings Heath Being
in different wards even affect policing as the police are now organised to match ward and
parliamentary constituency boundaries. This means that each part of the suburb even has
different police teams, which requires that people in one part of the suburb have to go to one
police station if they need to, and the people from the other part of the suburb have to go to a
different police station. I feel that the whole of Kings Heath should be in one
ward/constituency. But you may need to take local advice as to where the boundaries of Kings
Heath are.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/6034
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Mohammad Mahboob

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Please place Alexandra Road, Edgbaston B5 back in to the Edgbaston Ward. In a previous
review, we were unfairly and without consultation placed in to the Sparkbrook Ward.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/5996
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Gurdev Singh Manku

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: Birmingham City Council

Comment text:
Electoral Review of Birmingham 1. We would strongly propose that there should be one
Councillor per ward and this will be sufficient, as one MP is able to manage a whole
constituency and we feel that one Councillor will be able to manage a Ward and this will also
save the taxpayer a lot of money. 2. Each constituency should consist of only 2 or 3 wards,
where necessary the wards should be made larger. 3. If any particular councillor or Mayor is
not doing their role effectively then there should be an option for constituents to request that
Councillor or Mayor to be recalled. 4. There should be an elected Mayor for the City of
Birmingham, not as current where they are appointed. 5. This proposal will save the City of
Birmingham a lot of tax payers money and will ensure that the Councillors have sufficient work.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/5879
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

John Mole

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Dear Sirs, The previous proposed boundary changes indicated the ward of New Hall (sutton
Coldfield) being merged with the ward of Erdington. In view of the new Town Council proposal
to Sutton Coldfield District I would suggest that any ward configurations should be within the
District to enable the vote to be a valid one

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/5817
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Luke Moloney

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Increase four oaks to tamworth road. To include moor hall.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/5761
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Helen Neuenhaus

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I believe the Oscott boundary should remain unchanged but I have never understood the need
for 3 councillors. I believe 2 councillors would work equally well. I have to say in all the years
that I have lived in Oscott - 27 years to be exact - I have only ever contacted one councillor,
who to be fair has always been very hard working. I would be happy to see the number of
councillors reduced to two.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/5989
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Jonathan Prestidge

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: (private individual)

Comment text:
Hello, I would like to protest against any boundary change that would split-up the town of
Sutton Coldfield making it have more than one MP. Sutton Coldfield should not be split because
it is one single cultural entity with it's own identity ... this has been proven to a large extent
because the town recently voted, by a large majority, to have its own division of Birmingham
City Council: something along the lines if its own town council (but with lesser powers). The
town has a definite single centre that all the people of Sutton Coldfield consider their own town
centre, and the welfare and upkeep of Sutton Park is very much a concern to all people of the
town... just 2 examples where if the town were split electorally, some citizens may not be able
to have a voice via their MP on a certain issue because the area in question may no longer be
under the jurisdiction of their own MP. Also it is possible, if the town were split electorally, that
there will be a situation where both MPs think that it is the other's responsibility to deal with a
certain issue of the town and hence the issue does not get dealt with at all... or there could be
of lack of communication between the two MPs on an important town-wide issue. And it could
be that neither MP really has his or her heart in representing Sutton Coldfield because it is only
part of the votes they need. -- In short there is potential for "buck-passing" and poor
performance. J Prestidge (resident of Sutton Coldfield since 1966)

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/6057
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Resident Submission
Introduction
I am an active resident within the current Sparkbrook Ward and wish to present a case for a
revised ward boundary to be co-terminus with a recognised neighbourhood area called the
‘Sparkbrook Neighbourhood Forum’
The proposed ward structure takes into account the current polling district contained within
the Sparkbrook Ward.
Currently the Sparkbrook ward has 19,534 electorates and has three elected members,
equating to 6,511 per councillor.
The criteria for the new proposed geographical make up is creating 1,2 or 3 member wards
consisting an average of 8000 electorates per councillor.
There is merit to create a single member ward for this particular neighbourhood as it will
provide national focus to address local socio-economic issues affecting the area.
There are further benefits of defining the neighbourhood as a ward, as it will enhance future
opportunities by creating and developing area focused interventions. It will create a strong
platform to build the existing strengths of harnessing natural communities, neighbourhood
and natural landscapes to defined a geographical space as a brand and identity.

Preferred Choice
The diagram below defines the new ward as Sparkbrook locally identified as the Sparkbrook
Forum Area

The area profile
The neighbourhood has a natural arterial boundary contained within the main roads of the
A45, B4145, A4167 and A4540.
The Sparkbrook Neighbourhood Forum area was constituted in 1991 in response to the local
Government Act of creating a Neighbourhood Forum to act as a representative body for
local residents as a structure to influence decision making structures. The area was
originally developed taking into account natural housing estates within the Barber Trust
Area and aligned with the history of the Lloyds Family.
The locality has a diverse spectrum of communities, cultures and faith living together with a
strong structure of local assets and infrastructure to have stability and sustainability bonded
by a neighbourhood defined as Sparkbrook Neighbourhood Forum.
The area has a rich source of community engagement and participation that recognise the
natural area, this includes the south Central CCG, Birmingham City Council and Department
of Communities and Local Government.
Birmingham City Council has also recognised the area as a Neighbourhood Management
Area PN8 (attached evidence 01). A substantial part of the area has also has recently
contributed as part of the Localism and Big Society investment in 2015 by being recognised
by DCLG as a ‘Place’ area. (attached evidence 02)
The total population of the area is approximately 16,500 with an adult population electorate
of approximately 8000.
Central to the area is a park and has a unique feature of a community urban village with a
showcase health and Community Centre, a youth centre, a church, a temple, a mosque,
resident groups, charities, Housing Associations, three GP Practices and a neighbourhood
Office.
There are two landmark commercial corridors – Sparkbrook North on the A34 having a
unique cultural identity serving the local community and Sparkbrook South on the A34 with
a potential £10M commercial development – creating local opportunities for the area.

Recommendation
To define this area as a ward to be called ‘the Sparkbrook Ward’
It will provide the following benefits for the area contained;


To create an identity so that the neighbourhood may have national recognition as a
ward, to focus public and statutory agencies and local authority to designate action
plans and resources for the area.



A tool to measure change in austerity by setting indices of deprivation that can be
measured over time and evaluated public agency investment is making positive
change within the new proposed ward.



Establish a place that people can be empowered to make positive change for the
area by developing platforms on themes affecting the community.



Clear recognised boundary to define the socio-economic barriers that will allow
resources to be targeted and not deflected to other affluent areas using key dataset
of this disadvantage location.



Ring fence resources by public and statutory agencies measuring real neighbourhood
impact on equality and improvement of life of local residents



Strengthen local community based assets in the area developing collaborations and
partnership within the defined area.



Align Faith, Culture and Community to act as one in a small defined area that the
services delivered can be measured and evaluated of making direct impact on the
area – measured by Super output area statistics – improving lives and opportunities



That the proposed outline neighbourhood area be considered by the boundary
commission as a natural community boundary to be given ward status.



This would provide a unique identity for the area and focus activity and intervention
to develop business cases for stakeholder to improve the life of citizen and improve
the image of the area.

I hope the Boundary commission can review the information presented that it makes good
sense, to realign the ward boundary for Sparkbrook Neighbourhood Forum to empower
residents and stakeholders to test out how real neighbourhood management can lead to
real instrumental change in communities.
Supporting documents:
Management Area 1

Our Place Sparkbrook 1

Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
22 July 2015 13:55
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Wards boundaries review.

I think this is for Birmingham
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Dick Rodgers
Sent: 22 July 2015 13:50
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Wards boundaries review.
I'm in
I'd like separate wards for the part of BVT on our side of A38. and separate
wards for weoley castle and the estate reaching from Merritt's Brook to Frankley Beeches Rd. These are distinct
neighbourhoods. Within these zones people can identify with each other and know their electorate and vice
versa.Dr Richard Rodgers
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Kanika Safiya

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I would like to say before I recommend my suggestions I grew up in Perry Barr but mostly
raised in Handsworth. Handsworth is the place where my dads family were based and still
based. My ties to this place are forever no matter where I go. I always strive for it to be better
and want Birmingham to know we gave you a lot. So, I would rather the boundaries around
where I live be renamed Handsworth and Handsworth Wood. While Lozells is significant and not
just a past historical landmark it would be better to incorporate into to the bigger area of
Handsworth. I have issues with where Handsworth Wood and 'Aston' meets at certain points.
When you head to Birchfield Rd along Wellington Rd it continues as B20. As you past into Aston
Lane the B20 postcode continues which I think doesn't make much sense since most of that
side goes into B6 a completely different district. Roads like Bragg Rd, Thornbury Rd should be
part of the Ladywood District. I believe wards should be separated by major roads and
transport links. The ward of Soho is a unusual one for me. While I feel I understand it's
significant to certain buildings, it becomes confusing once you are near the Hockley Flyover.
Most residents regard Soho House as Handsworth since it's close to Soho Rd yet the postcode
says it's Hockley. I think Soho should not exist as the ward as it is is too small. It should form
part of Ladywood. In regards to councilors, Handsworth Wood should only have two. Between
the two councillors they should decide on areas to cover between themselves. For example,
Friary Road to Cherry Orchard Rd could be one while Handsworth Wood Road to Wellington
Rd/Churchill Rd and Westminster Rd. Handsworth needs two also to break up the two sides of
Soho Road. Grove Lane/Soho Road would be the cut off point for Handsworth councilors.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/6062
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Stephen Smallwood

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
It would be ideal and logical to have the same boundary for the combined wards, the
parliamentary constituency, and the Sutton Coldfield town council. This would help
communication between the 3 entities and promote community involvement.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/5739
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Richard Sparkes

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I am writing as a resident and former candidate in Acocks Green Ward. There is a very strong
sense of community feeling across Acocks Green and it saddens me that the ward could be split
into two. I realise that the ward needs to be reduced in size. Therefore I would suggest that
the homes in Tyseley (B11) be taken out of the ward and that the rest of the ward become a
two member ward. The Tyseley part of the ward does not really identify with Acocks Green and
there is little evidence of these residents taking part in the community events in Acocks Green.
The rest of the ward could then continue as a cohesive unit. Acocks Green was previously split
into two with the ward border going down the centre of the main shopping street (Warwick
Road). Since the two halves of Acocks Green have been reunited it has increased the sense of
community and cohesion. It would be a shame if this were to be reversed.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/6041
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Philip Spink

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: N/A

Comment text:
I am in full agreement with the proposals to reduce the number of councillors. I think we
should re-establish the link we had with Selly Oak Constituency and consider making the
constiuency larger to include Northfield.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/6048
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Mayers, Mishka on behalf of reviews
30 September 2015 10:30
Pascoe, Mark
Fuller, Heather
FW: Birmingham and Sutton Coldfield

From: janet swallow
Sent: 30 September 2015 10:02
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Birmingham and Sutton Coldfield

Dear Members of the Boundary Commission.
I am finding it difficult to understand why the government wishes to 'redraw' Sutton Coldfield's boundaries
and merge them into the rest of Birmingham.
I am assuming that it is;
1. A cost cutting exercise;
2. A rather cynical attempt to manipulate the vote in these redesigned wards.
I don't understand why, in the very year when Sutton has voted overwhelmingly to restore, if possible, its
'own' council, independent of Birmingham, that anyone would then go on to 'blur' these boundaries.
I live in Sutton Coldfield. I do not vote Conservative.
I am resigned to the fact that in every General Election my vote counts for nothing.
Only in council elections, within the existing ward boundaries, does my vote give me a voice.
These proposed new wards could well disenfranchise me yet again.
Yours Faithfully'
Janet Swallow.

1
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Donna Taylor

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I live on Barnes Hill, which means I fall inside the Bartley Green ward, although my
Parliamentary constituency is Edgbaston. My local shops and doctors surgery are a ten minute
walk from my front door, but these are in Weoley Castle, which is Northfield ward. The
boundaries are confusing and neither the ward or the Parliamentary division is representative of
where I live. I get frustrated that the immediate neighbourhood is left largely uncared for by
the local council office; the area is scruffy and unkempt and both the local council office and
our designated councillors are unresponsive to expressions of concern. It is as if we are in no
man's land and completely forgotten about. I would like to see a boundary change that has
Barnes Hill reclassified as either Harborne or Weoley Castle. I think this is the only way that
this small pocket of the ward will receive any sort of regeneration, or even just basic cleansing
and maintenance. In addition, I would add that we have three ward councillors here, and as
none of them do anything productive for our part of the ward, I cannot see a necessity for so
many 'representatives'.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/5720
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Sue Tipping

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: None

Comment text:
I support the Conservative policy of having two members for Walmley and Minworth wards.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/5998
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Joe Walsh

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I believe that the city centre within the Middleway (A4540) should be a ward within Birmingham
City Council. It is a distinct area and the council already uses it as the basis for its Big City
Plan.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/5807
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Malcolm Walsh

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Mr M Walsh.
Aug 2015 Dear sirs
Re: Birmingham City Council (BCC) ward review. Have your say. My Response to Birmingham
City Council ward review. To reduce number of councillors is...... As you may be aware from Sir
Albert Bore, (leader of BCC) Sutton Coldfield constituency has been suscesful in becoming a
Town Council. Within its current constituency boundary. With this in mind, any reorganisation of
the wards would have to be within the current Sutton Coldfield constituency boundary. During
the parliamentary review of 2012, New Hall ward which is an integral part of the Sutton
Coldfield constituency gave the commission an over welming response of strong community
feeling of being part of Sutton Coldfield and not wishing to be moved into Erdington
constituency. The commission recognised this. And by way of a statement. Thanked the
residents of New Hall ward for showing such a community bond. And praised the true hard
work that had been done to state our case. We were delighted that the commission found in
our favour, and thanked them for the hard work you did in 2012. Even though this was never
implemented. After the vote was lost in parliament. I now ask you again. During your review of
Birmingham city council wards, to reduce the number of councillors. Please keep the whole of
New Hall ward in The constituency of Sutton Coldfield. And remove any further uncertainty our
residents have faced these past few years of being split from the community. I'm sure you will
have correspondents from the interim shadow Town Council members and other residents who
will guide you on how to keep the communities together, with in the Town we take pride and
ownership in. Thank you for your time and reading my response. Mr M Walsh.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/5854
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
29 September 2015 13:52
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Birmingham Boundary Review

From: suzanne Q
Sent: 29 September 2015 13:49
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Birmingham Boundary Review

Dear Commissioner, last night I attended the Banners Gate Neighbourhood Forum meeting to discuss and
vote on the forthcoming boundary changes and the nature of the best pattern for the wards. Whilst a vote
was taken it was only on the agreement of maintaining the current boundary with Sutton Coldfield and
Birmingham. There was not a vote or even discussion on the best pattern of wards for Birmingham.
I bring this to the commissioner’s attention as I am sure the forum will send a submission saying that of the
100 or so that were present that they all supported and voted for the new pattern of wards. Yet this is not the
case as we were voting only in support that there should be no changes to the Sutton boundary.
I query also the assertion that this was a Sutton wide ‘neighbourhood forum plan’ as I believe it has been
discussed with only a select few neighbourhood forums in Sutton Coldfield and agreed by even fewer.
I noted also that the Conservative councillors for the area were present and made a point of order that their
proposal was only one submission and that other proposals should also be discussed. This comment was
dismissed and the Councillor told that they should have their own public meeting.
The Banners Gate Forum had asked to be allowed an extra day to respond given the date of their meeting.
What was the point of this extension if they are already agreed to the proposal by some secret cabal
beforehand and residents only voting on the agreement of keeping Sutton Boundaries and not on the detail
of the best pattern of new wards?
There was no discussion or opportunity to present alternative views or hearing evidence. I am greatly
concerned that the proposal by this forum does not reflect the interests and identities of local communities.
In fact one gentleman came and asked me if this was a Labour meeting and not an open forum.
If a submission is presented from the forum stating it has 100% support from it's members, this is not
accurate. There was no discussion as to how they arrived at the conclusions as to the best pattern of the new
wards for Birmingham and we voted on Sutton boundary, not new wards.
In fact if we had voted on the ward pattern, having lived in Sutton for 49 years, I make little sense of the
groupings that have been proposed.They in fact show little understanding of the communities and very little
understanding of the distinct communities in Sutton. The proposal tries to join very disparate communities
together or disenfranchise communities from each other.
I am also unclear as to some of the areas they refer to " Wamley Hall and Parkland's " .
The ward changes are contentious enough without miss leading information being presented to the
commissioner.
1
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Comment text:
I support reducing number of councillors to 100 • Town Council boundaries for Sutton Coldfield
should coincide as much as possible with Constituency ones. changing wards so they overlap
would cause a conflict of interest •Sutton Coldfield is a Royal Town which has its own identity
and therefore if ward boundaries should not be moved beyond the borders of Sutton
Coldfield •The people of Sutton Coldfield share a common identity and interests and therefore
the outer boundaries of Sutton Coldfield District should not change
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Proposal for new pattern of Oscott Ward, (Birmingham)

22 September 2015

Comments by: Robert Wild

I was born and grew up near to the
and have lived in the Oscott area for most of my
life (69 years). I take an active part in a number of local organisations and committees. These
include the Oscott Ward Advisory Board, Oscott Residents Association, Friends of Queslett Nature
Reserve and formerly the Oscott Housing Liaison Board. In addition, I am on the committee of the
nearby Trehurst Community Centre and Youth Club.
I have lived for 37 years at my current address on the
.
I am particularly interested in the Oscott area and in perhaps helping shape its future. Therefore, I
would like to express my views to the Local Government Boundary Commission regarding the
future pattern of the Oscott ward.
Currently, Oscott Ward comprises approximately 19 000 residents. It is served by three councillors
who, operating as a partnership, do an excellent job and have done for a number of years. Quite
frankly, I see little point in changing a situation that is working well. However, if change is deemed
necessary or advisable I have some proposals to make.

I refer to the plan attached - Approximate extent of Oscott Ward in Birmingham.

Regarding boundaries.
The current boundaries are very clear, obvious and identifiable.
On the north side of the ward, the boundary is Queslett Road, a fast dual carriageway seperating
Birmingham from Walsall and Sandwell. To the South West the boundary is defined by the M6
motorway, seperating Oscott and Perry Barr Wards, both of which form part of the Perry Barr
Constituency.
The eastern boundary is defined by Hawthorn Road and Kingstanding Road, a dual carriageway
seperating Oscott from Kingstanding ward. To the south there is College Road to the south of which
lies open spaces in the form of Witton cemetry, playing fields and industrial estates but very few
residents.
On the north of the ward is the Bandywood estate.
Possible changes
If any changes are to be made, perhaps the Bandywood estate could be incorporated with
neighbouring Kingstanding ward or form part of a new ward should Kingstanding be divided or
reorganised.
The natural boundary here would be Kings Road, marked on the plan, a dual carriageway linking
Queslett Road with Kingstanding Road at Kingstanding circle.

I estimate that Oscott Ward after losing the Bandywood estate would net down to about 16 000
residents and could conceivably be served by two councillors. Currently, 19 000 residents served by
three councillor eqautes to about 6, 300 residents per councillor. This would rise to about 8000
should Bandywood move. Clearly, this would increase the workload and demands on those
councillors and reduce the service to residents in Oscott. Residents would be very much opposed to
futher splitting of the defined area.

Housing types
Oscott Ward, with the exception of Bandywood, is predominantly owner occupier and private
rented with a small amount of council housing. Even of this original council housing, as is the case
in my estate, has been bought by tenants and forms mainly private ownership. In addition,two new
major developments (Persimmon and Taylor Wimpey) have taken place in Booths Lane and Sandy
Lane that will link the Bowman Caddick estates and integrate with the rest of Oscott.
Bandywood is different in character to the rest of Oscott. It was built at about the same time in the
1930's and to the same design as the municipal Kingstanding estates. Although some housing has
passed into private ownership much remains in the hands of the local authority. The argument here
is that the housing is of the same type and the residents have the same needs and problems as in
neighbouring Kingstanding.
This pattern of private owner occupier properties bordering municipal estates is replicated across
the Oscott border on Kingstanding Road, Hawthorn Road and College Road.
Community identity
Bandywood sees itself as an identifiable community. It has a good bus service, its own shops and
ease of access to Kingstanding circle and shops on Queslett Road. It has good school provision
including Sundridge Road and Kingsland Road schools. Centrally positioned and dominating the
estate is St. Marks Church. Leisure facilities include King George V playing fields off Cooksey
Lane.
The rest of Oscott, also community orientated, has itself excellent bus services linking it to the
central areas of Birmingham, adjacent wards and outlying areas in Walsall, Sandwell and Aldridge.
This area is well served with excellent schools including include Cardinal Wiseman, Great Barr
School and Perry Beeches schools (post 11) and Glenmead and Greenholm (Pre 11).
Churches serving the area include St. Matthews on Birdbrook Road/ Aldridge Road, Maryvale on
Old Oscott Hill, Elim Church on Warren Farm.
There are numerous community groups many including Oscott in there names including Oscott
Residents Group, Oscott Elderly Residents Group, Friends of Queslett Nature Reserve (including
Booths Farm Nature Reserve). Community centres include Oscott Community Cdentre and the 610
Centre on Kingstanding Road. There is also the Oscott Working mens Club on Aldridge Road.
Shopping facilities are good with a large Asda supermarket on Queslett Road, a thriving traditional
shopping centre along most of the length of Hawthorn Road and another on Kingstanding circle.
Many smaller shopping areas are fornd within the ward.
Medical facilities are good with a number of doctors' and dentist surgeries. a major new medical
centre recently opened in Shady Lane.

Leisure facilities, although with limited resources, comprise a number of sports playing fields
including Aldridge Road recreation ground, Burford Road and Glenmead playing fields.
In addition, the community looks forward to the reopening of the Sports and Leisure Centre on
Aldridge Road.
Adjacent to Booths Lane and Queslett Road is the Queslett Nature Reserve used by many in the
community. The Friends group has about 90% of its membership in the Oscott Area.
Provision for the elderly and social support groups is generally good, although under resourced, in
both Bandywood and in the rest of Oscott. Much of this is done through the community centres,
churches and community groups.
Robert Wild
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